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Our lives always have been 
integrated into architecture, the 
complexity of designs have aided 
humans since the dawn of time. I 
believe now is the time that 
architecture should not only serve 
humans but also serve nature, our 
present, and future generations. 

i.DENSITY: ABOUT PEOPLE

ii.SERMON AND THE SEVEN SUNS



_WHAT MAKES MUSIC, 
MUSIC? 

Music are combinations of 
physical sounds that can be 
measured including rhythm, 
frequency and volume. The 
amalgamation of sounds 
unite into one cohering 
body and is then interpreted 
by the individual. 

_DUALITY 

Which came first, the 
chicken or the egg? This is 
the same as asking which 
came first, emotions or 
sounds? Specific sounds 
trigger certain emotional 
response, whereas 
emotions cannot trigger 
sounds. With this premise, 
I conclude that there has 
to be something with 
physical properties in 
order to make the 
electrons in our head fire 
at each other.
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AMALGAMATION  INTERPRETATION TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT AUDITORY’’ ROOM

3 main 
components 

that make up 
sounds.
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curl
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_INTERPRETATION 
Interpretive form of 
music from personal 
perception of how I 
associate these 
forms to certain 
sounds by listening 
to different music.
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1_SOUND_AND_SPACE 1//
AMALGAMATION  INTERPRETATION TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT AUDITORY’’ ROOM

Imagine the  sound of…

…trombone slowly crescending
…sounds building on top of one another

…accordion expanding and  compressing

…part of the song where is at highest tension

…chromatic scale in ascending order
…electronic synth like sirens

…jazz brush sweeping the snare 
…the bass thumping on beat

…quick switches of sound folding over .
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1_SOUND_AND_SPACE 1//

_LIGHT & MOVEMENT 
Exploring the effects of light and shadow from different movements from change of materials and movement of objets.

_EXPLORATION 
These are some possibilities for idea development of a visual concert hall.

AMALGAMATION  INTERPRETATION TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT AUDITORY’’ ROOM

_OBJECTIVE 
To feel sound without hearing.
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1_SOUND_AND_SPACE
AMALGAMATION INTERPRETATION TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT AUDITORY’’ ROOM

1//

_SENSATION 
The room is conceptually designed to move to the 
vibration of the sounds. Different sounds in its 
frequency range and type are assigned to different 
components to create a visualizer of the raw 
extracted sounds. The audience stands in the 
center immersed in the space and light that passes 
and reflect around are informed by the movement 
of the physical object.

_The extrapolated 9 forms are directly informed by 
the creation of sounds frequency and vibration 
effecting the movement of light and installation.
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AMALGAMATION  INTERPRETATION TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT AUDITORY”” ROOM
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Density is a piece extrapolated using statistical data of 
population density changes in Thailand, exploring the 
concepts of human migration through the outlook of 
Thailand’s population during the 1990s until 2018 from 
quantitative maps and diagrams. I chose to present the 
data in a morphed fabric space to emphasise the 
density of each city alongside the feelings of urban 
anxiety from rapid urban growth in Bangkok, Thailand.

artwork// 
i_DENSITY
2021, Acrylic on canvas,, digital 
manipulation, 31.5 x 24 in
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Using clear plastic sheet to 
map out the high density 

area and morphing the flat 
plane into 3D.
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2_SELF_SUSTAINING_STRUCTURE 2//
BONE CANDY SEA ECOTONAL SETTLEMENT MODEL

_COMPACT BONES (HARD) 
Also known as the cortical 
bone, is highly dense and 
surrounds the spongy bone 
on the outer layer.

_CANCELLOUS BONES 
(SOFT) 
Also known as the spongy or 
trabecular bone, is less 
dense and highly porous. It 
can realign itself depending 
on line of stress.

_BONE 
Bones are the natural infrastructure of the human body providing stability, balance, growth and support in an efficient manner. 
They formed in a honeycomb matrix formation. Varying in density of porous and rigid texture. The structure is lightweight in 
comparison to its size and and strength to withstand compression. The structure property can also be separated into 2 categories 
of hard and soft bones. 
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2_SELF_SUSTAINING_STRUCTURE 2//
BONE CANDY SEA ECOTONAL SETTLEMENT MODEL

_SUGAR 
EXPERIMENTATION 
I want to understand 
the physical properties 
of the bone at a more 
hands-on level. 
Therefore I chose to 
manipulate sugar. Since 
calcination can be 
found in the process of 
ossification and closely 
resembles growth 
dynamics of 
crystallization. I decide 
to experiment with 
sugar transforming it 
into candy.

_PROPERTIES OF CANDY 
The sugar can be 
manipulated to have 
porous texture which is 
similar to the bone.

_SUMMARY of 
EXPERIMENT 
Compression of porous 
materials allows it to 
increase strength and 
become less dense than 
water.
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2_SELF_SUSTAINING_STRUCTURE 2//
BONE CANDY SEA ECOTONAL SETTLEMENT MODEL

_LIFE UNDER SEA 
Building on the concept of growth. There are things similar to the bones such as live rocks and corals that supports the 
marine ecosystem serving as a habitat for important organisms, bacterias, corals and marine animals.

_LIVE ROCKS 
Live rocks is often used in man-made aquariums and is found in reefs. Bacteria 
and corals at the right temperature will grow on the rock. The dead corals and 
bacterias will cemented traps precipitates enforcing it onto the structure of the 
rocks, thus sustaining the structure and increase strength. 

_ROCKS AND CORALS 
Has the function of protecting 
coastline from storm surged and 
erosion as well a providing a habitat 
for marine life.

1. BASE 2. FORMATION 2. CEMENTATION

integration into surrounded nature

micro scale —> life scale process

ecotonal: sea and mountainwithstand nature hazards

energy efficient self-sustaining: growth

biomimicry environmental sustainability
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2_SELF_SUSTAINING_STRUCTURE 2//
BONE CANDY SEA ECOTONAL SETTLEMENT MODEL

Spongy bone structure 
used as the body of the 
structure. This helps the 
structure stay afloat and 
maintain balance.

Inverted bird skull helps 
with aerodynamic of 
wind, used to combat 
strong winds and 
suppress the structure 
onto the sea-plane.

The femur is the frontal 
thigh bone that supports 
the weight of the whole 
body. Its trabecular 
structure is used as the 
core tree-like support for 
the structure.
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2_SELF_SUSTAINING_STRUCTURE 2//
BONE CANDY SEA ECOTONAL SETTLEMENT MODEL

_FUNCTION 
It is a biomimetic structure 
extracted from the form and 
function of the bone to withstand 
nature’s hazards in an ecotonal 
environment of mountain and 
sea. 

The process of bone ossification 
is compared to the process of 
rock formation. The qualities of it 
being lightweight, low-density 
and high strength similar to the 
bone is suitable for structural 
sustainability. As it can undergo 
process of growth, reinforcing 
itself for structural longevity. 

The structure is chosen to be 
built in these hazard prone areas 
because intensification of 
climate imbalances and 
weathering processes from 
climate change will be the tool to 
the success of the structure. As 
intensification of marine 
processes such as abrasion, 
attrition, chemical and hydraulic 
action will allow for more 
fracturing of structure leading to 
increase in sediments deposited 
to grow onto the structure.

It is also designed to prepare for 
evacuation if the building does 
undergo an emergency from 
tsunamis or landslides. The 
building is able to break off and 
float since the compact porous 
structure of the middle section 
has a low density, while the bird 
skull roof will allow air to pass 
through freely and act as a sail. 

The function of the trabecular 
support of the structure has two 
main function. The first is to 
secure the body to the 
mountain side and sea floor. The 
growth properties of the 
support allows it to strengthen 
itself. While the second function 
is to oxygenate the sea below, 
having the possibility to improve 
marine biodiversity by 
encouraging coral growth. Thus, 
providing a habitat for marine 
animals. 

All in all, this design aims to 
provide sustainability to humans 
and nature.
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In the bottom panel, the legs of the lady is attached to the 
floor but clouds and smoke emerge from beneath like birth 
and plants growing out of the ground. The heart is a symbol 
for the 7th sun and life. The veins connected to the top panel 
symbolizes death how we are still connected to Earth even 
after death. The center part of the triptych shows harmony 
between light and darkness, shows emphasis on subject. The 
perspective line of the background makes it seem as life 
(cloud/smoke, lady, and heart) is swallowed into the abyss. 
This is to signify the inevitability of death. However, the ‘lady’ 
just lets be of the scenario since she has accepted the 
predestined end. She is slowly disintegrating and turning into 
a combined mass with the Earth. The story of this triptych 
tells about the birth, getting old, pain, dying process Buddha 
teaches us to accept and find balance.

artwork// 
ii_SERMON AND THE SEVEN SUN

2021, Acrylic on canvas,, digital 
manipulation, 31.5 x 24 in

Experiment 1. Typography, Smoke/Cloud

« BIRTH » « GETTING OLD » « PAIN»

« DEATH »

2021, Ink on paper



_THE STRUGGLE 

In a survey targeted towards women, 
the comment left behind 
communicates the struggles majority 
of women feel about their safety in the 
city.  Many women chooses to take 
extra steps and longer routes to avoid 
encountering traffickers. 

design_project//
3_MY(ND)_MAZE
STRUGGLE FORM FUNCTION MODEL

3//

_PROJECT PREMISE 

My(nd) Maze is a conceptual space 
aiming to create an  empowering 
feeling to women. But one that does 
not undermine her struggles. 
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3//
STRUGGLE FORM FUNCTION MODEL

_CURVATURE 

The pattern is inspired by the fluidity 
of the unique womanly curves. 
Blending the features into an elegant 
and soft form. 

design_project//
3_MY(ND)_MAZE
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STRUGGLE FORM FUNCTION MODEL
3//design_project//

3_MY(ND)_MAZE

_ESSENCE 

I want to communicate 
the natural feminine 
beauty from use of lines 
and curves of the female 
body. The maze 
symbolizes the complexity 
the maps we create in our 
head to devise the best 
route to our destination. 
Some are safe, some are 
not. The possibilities 
endless, twirling into 
spirals of doubt and 
anxiety.

_MATERIALS 

Fibrous paper is used on 
the model to create an 
ethereal glow from the 
tender reflection of the 
aluminum forming luscious 
puddles of silver puffs.
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STRUGGLE FORM FUNCTION MODEL
3//

_EXPERIENCE 

To experience the perplex thoughts 
and appreciate the beauty of the 
maze is to understand the struggle 
that empowers women. 

END.

design_project//
3_MY(ND)_MAZE


